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ABSTRACT 

The methodology and analysis used to characterize the perfonnance of a sabot/rod 

as it is subjected to lateral and axial loading during launch is presented. The 

methodology described incorporates the experimental and numerical portions of the 

evaluation. Three separate sabot/rod designs are evaluated for their performance in the 

launch tube and are compared with one another. 

The experimental portion of the research involved full-scale testing of two 

separate sabot/rod designs in a 120-mm launch tube that was slightly bent. When 

launched through the bent tube, the sabot/rod system was forced to negotiate lateral 

displacements at axial velocities of approximately 5400 fps. This combination of axial 

velocity and lateral displacement produced significant lateral loading on the sabot/rod 

system. A 2.3-MeY x-ray unit was used to determine the lateral displacement that 

occurred as the sabot/rod was forced through the bent tube. After the sabot/rod exited the 

launch tube, the sabot separation and rod straightness were recorded by four ISO-keY 

x-ray units. 

The in-bore radiography experiments used x-ray shielding techniques to reduce 

x-ray scatter, and layered indexed film and intensifier screens to record the sabot/rod 

image. The processed film was computer scanned with a microdensitometer and was 

remapped on the computer to enhance the x-ray image. Results indicated rod lateral 

displacement accuracy to 0.007 in. Test results were used to benchmark the numerical 

analyses used to characterize the in-bore perfonnance of each sabot/rod system studied. 

The numerical portion of the research involved three-dimensional modeling of the 

sabot/rod systems in three launch tube environments: a perfectly straight launch tube, an 

existing accuracy tube, and the slightly bent tube used in the experimental program. 
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Because of the good agreement between the experimental and numerical models, stress, 

strain, and displacement time histories were obtained from the numerical.work and used 

to evaluate each of the three sabot/rod systems in three launch environments. A dynamic 

analysis was performed for each of nine separate· models. Sliding surfaces, nonlinear 

constitutive relations, and multiple materials were used for each analysis. Results from 

both the experimental and numerical analyses are presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCfION 

Kinetic energy projectiles are used for high-energy material experiments ·and to 

defeat armor. Modern studies have led to the development of long-rod fin-stabilized 

penetrators. Considerable effort has been dedicated to ensuring the structural integrityof 

long rods during axial acceleration. While in the launch tube, the long rod is typically held 

by a sabot. After exiting the launch tube, the sabot is discarded, permitting the long rod to 

fly freely along its trajectory. The sabot improves the performance of the long rod by 

permitting the rod to reach higher velocities and extended ranges over nonsaboted 

projectiles. Because it is used only while in the launch tube, the sabot mass should be 

kept to a minimum to achieve optimum performance, but it must maintain the structural 

integrity required during launch. Figure 1 is a schematic of the M829 fin-stabilized, 

discarding saboted long-rod projectile. 

Operation 

"Sabot" is a French word meaning "A shoe carved from a single piece of wood" 

(Morris 1973). The term was adopted when referring to a wooden shoe carrying a 

projectile that was being launched; the term later evolved to mean a soft metal shoe that 

engaged in the rifling of a launch tube and supported a projectile during launch. In 

modem times, a sabot refers to a structural component used to accomplish the following 

(Sabot Technology Engineering, 1972): 

• Sealing high-pressure gas to the rear of the long-rod and sabot system. 

• Supporting the long rod during launch both axially and laterally. 

14 
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Fig. 1. Schematic ofM829 Sabot/rod. 
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• Transferring propellant gas pressure across a sabot/rod interface as it is being 
accelerated down the launch tube. 

Because of the extreme requirements for range, velocity, and accuracy, sabot and 

rod designs must utilize optimized materials and pennit stress levels near material failure 

limits. This has forced designers, analysts, and experimenters to use more sophisticated 

methods for characterizing structural perfonnance of these systems in a severe dynamic 

loading environment. Most modern day sabots are made of plastic, alloyed aluminum, or 

steel. Plastic or nylon seals, often called obturators, are used to seal powder gas 

pressure. Long rods are made of hardened steel, tungsten, or depleted uranium alloys. 

During launch, the environment of the sabot/rod system is severe. The following 

sequence of events is illustrated in Figure 2. 

1. When the propellant ignites, it begins to burn, thus creating pressure in back 
of the sabot/rod system. The initial pressure compresses the obturator against 
the bore of the launch tube, causing the propellant gas to be sealed to the rear 
of the projectile. 

2. The pressure varies with time as it begins to accelerate the projectile down the 
launch tube. Traction forces occur on the launch tube riding surfaces as the 
sabot transfers the resultant pressure to the rod, which accelerates the rod 
down the tube. Lateral loading occurs as a result of tube droop, sabot 
tolerances, tube bends, and friction. The lateral movement of the sabot/rod 
system as it travels down the launch tube is referred to as balloting. In a 
4.72-in. (120-mm)-diameter whe, the projectile's base pressure will rise to 
approximately 46 ksi, peak acceierations will reach 50,000 g's, and projectile 
velocity will approach 5413 fps (1.65 km/s). At these velocities balloting can 
cause significant lateral body loads. Because the sabot is segmented for 
separation, tensile hoop discontinuities occur in the sabot. 

3. Upor, exiting the launch tube, the segmented sabot is no longer constrained 
radially. The sabot is designed so that aerodynamic forces at the forward bell 
push the sabot segments apart and they separate from the rod. 

4. As the rod flys freely along its trajectory it is stabilized by the fins. A 
windscreen is used to reduce aerodynamic drag during flight. 

16 
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A desirable characteristic of this system is the use of a lightweight sabot to lower 

the parasitic mass of the system. The lower the parasitic mass, the larger the mass that 

can be delivered down range. The sabot is designed to have structural integrity within the 

tube and separate aerodynamically outside the tube. The rod must survive the launch at a 

prescribed velocity to be effective. 

Recent Studies 

In recent studies, analytical, experimental, and numerical methods have been used 

to study the structural integrity of sabot/rod systems. The Sabot Technology Engineering 

Handbook (1972) presents a synopsis and a relatively complete bibliography of work 

performed before 1972. Numerous efforts completed in the area of propellant bum are 

presented with bibliographies in the Engineering Design Handbook, Ballistic Series, 

Interior Ballistics of Guns (1965). Similarly, flight dynamics technologies are presented 

in the Engineering Design Handbook, Design for Control of Projectile Flight 

Characteristics (1966). Although the topic of this research does not include either of these 

topics, it does focus on sabot/rod structural performance during launch. 

Sabot design has the reputation of being an intuitive discipline. Although 

significant engineering expertise has gone into designing sabots, the final product was 

typically optimized by intuition. One- and two-dimensional closed-form solutions have 

been formulated to analyze saboted rods, but these have not accounted for three

dimensional effects, transverse loading, complex geometry, or complex loading 

conditions (Sabot Technology Engineering, 1972). This lack of design methodology has 

resulted in bulky, highly parasitic sabots that were generally improved and optimized 

through trial and error. McDonough (1975) studied projectiles that had been subjected to 

accelerations as high as 200,000 g's. He performed static and lumped-mass dynamic 
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analyses of the projectile/sabot system in one and two dimensions. The derived 

equations required boundary conditions that were not well known, and the analysis 

techniques did not account for hoop discontinuities in stress and geometry or for local 

stresses caused by changes in geometry. Although many simplifying assumptions were 

made, McDonough's analyses are basically.sound. Because of the inherent inaccuracies 

of the analytical models, significant margins of safety were required to ensure a 

survivable system. Even with these simplifying assumptions, the dynamic analysis was 

considered expensive and unsuitable for the design process. 

Other efforts in the design and analysis of sabot/rod systems include work by 

Larson and Demitrack (1987) and Lin (1982). These authors used closed form solutions 

and numerical methods to characterize structural behavior of axisymmetric sabot/rod 

systems. Moments about the radial axis were addressed by Patton and Shotwell (1987), 

and their work was among the few efforts that looked at three-dimensional effects. 

Launch tube dynamics were addressed by Simkins (1987) and Powell (1987). 

Finite element methods and models are now widely accepted as tools for use in 

sabot/rod analysis, and they have been used for developmental designs that have led to 

major influences in sabot/rod technology (Burns 1981a, 1984; Drysdale 1978, 1980, 

1981). Although these models are primarily axisymmetric with quasi-static linearly 

elastic material behavior, their use has become the standard in the industry. Considerable 

design attention has been placed on the sabot/rod interface, which has been modeled in 

great detail. The matching of sabot and rod stiffnesses for distributing shear evenly along 

the interface (Burns 1981b and Drysdale 1981) implies that an optimized sabot for a 

tungsten rod will not be an optimized sabot for a uranium or steel rod. The primary area 

not being included in the analyses is balIoting caused by bent tubes, tube heating, and 

droop. This infers that a three-dimensional structural dynamics analyses with nonlinear 
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constitutive relations and sliding interfaces are needed to model the lateral load condition 

in the sabot/rod system. Drysdale (1981) states 

"The testing of certain configurations of kinetic energy projectiles seems 
to indicate that transverse vibrations may have an effect on the in~bore behavior, 
especially when a friction drive is relied upon. No analytical investigation has 
been performed on ,this subject, due primarily to the difficulty encountered in 
modeling the bending of the sabot/penetrator system. Since the system response 
changes depending on whether tensile or compressive stresses exist across any 
interface, the bending stiffness of the projectile varies discontinuously throughout 
a vibration cycle. In addition, the frequency, content and amplitude of the forcing 
functions, whether due to turbulent propellant gas acting on the fins or balloting 
impacts with a dynamic gun barrel, are completely unknown." 

"Certainly the most pressing unsolved problem facing the projectile 
designer at the present time does not involve structural integrity directly. Rather it 
is the development of a methodology which allows the rational design of in~bore 
configurations so that balloting and sabot separation have a minimal effect on the 
flight of the subprojectile. Two problems exist in this area, closely related but 
separate. One is the dynamic equations for the motion of an elastic projectile 
constrained within a vibrating and recoiling gun tube. This quantitative 
formulation will surely require elaborate numerical solution when the modeling is 
finally in hand. The fruit of the labor will be the capability of predicting the 
accuracy potential of a specified configuratil)n of projectile." 

Research Topic 

Characterization of the response of sabot/rod systems to lateral loading is the next 

fundamental step to improving sabot designs. The need for benchmarked analyses and 

methods will provide projectile designers with both quantitative and qualitative 

information to characterize the structural integrity of sabots that are subjected to lateral 

loads during launch. The research effort discussed in this dissertation is directed toward 

fulfilling that need. 

A numerical and experimental program was undertaken to determine a method for 

describing in~tube responses of sabots to lateral loads. This program is centered around 

the M829 saboted long-rod penetrator and the 120-mm-diameter smooth-bore launch 

tube. The philosophy of this study was to use experimental methods for determining the 
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deflected shapes of the rod and sabot as they traveled down the launch tube then to 

compare them with the shapes determined by numerical predictions. With a verified 

analytical model, stresses, strains, and displacements may be predicted for the entire 

system, thus characterizing the structural perfommnce of the sabot/rod system. 

Although comparing deflected shapes and displacements through the use of 

numerical analysis and experiments may appear relatively straightforward, several 

problems arise in the complexity of both the experiments and the numerical analyses. To 

record the distorted shape of the rod/sabot system, Lucht (1987) did a first-of-its-kind 

experiment in which he took a radiograph of a projectile as it traveled through a lOS-mm 

tube. This work was done to demonstrate diagnostic capabilities possible at the test 

range. The sequence of events that occurs during the experiment are enumerated here. 

1. The propellant is ignited and pressure builds in back of the projectile causing 
it to move down the tube. 

2. The moving projectile crushes a pin-switch that signals a delay for a 2.3-MeV 
x-ray tube. Microseconds later, the x-ray unit sends a 25-ns x-ray pulse 
through the I-in.-steel launch tube wall, through the 4.72-in. sabot/rod 
system, and into the back I-in. wall of the launch tube, and records the image 
of the rod, which is now moving approximately 5100 ft/s. 

3. The sabot/rod exits the tube and after given delays from the pin switch, two 
sets of orthogonal, ISO-keV x-ray tubes are triggered and record sabot 
separation, rod straightness, and projectile velocity. 

4. The x-ray film is developed, scanned, digitized, and enhanced to the 
resolution required for comparison, with the analytical model. 

These diagnostic capabilities are unique because of the high-energy x-ray equipment 

involved and the x-ray enhancement technology available. 

The numerical analysis portion of the research is equally complex. Effects that 

must be included in the analysis to correctly model the system required the use of an 
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explicit three-dimensional finite element code that is programmed for a third-generation 

Cray computer. Among the important effects required for the analysis are the following. 

• Three-dimensional, geometrical nonlinear, dynamic analysis. 

• Nonlinear materials. 

• Complex geometry and time-dependent loading functions. 

• Sliding surfaces with friction between the sabot and tube and between each 
sabot petal. 

• Elastic response of the launch tube. 

Even after simplifying the finite element meshes and other analysis options, computer 

time per run varied from 4 to 6 hours. Not only are the numerical calculations complex, 

but considerable data preprocessing and postprocessing are required. 

A second goal in the research was to determine which one of the three sabot 

designs i~ lhe best for a particular environment by using the experimental procedure and 

method of numerical analysis described. The three separate sabot designs shown in 

Figure 3 were examined in three different environments to reach this goal. The M829 is 

an established sabot/rod design. The M829x is a modified design with an extended 

wheelbase and is stiffer in the bell region, whereas the M829f has shorter, more flexible 

ramps and a thinner bell section. The purpose of this research was to compare a set of 

designs in which one was stiffer and the other more flexible and to determine which 

system permitted the best "ride" down the tube. 

The M829 and M829f sabot/rod designs were used in the experimental portion of 

the project and were launched through a bent launch tube. All three sabot designs were 

subjected to the numerical studies in which the sabot/rod travels down a perfectly straight 

tube then a relatively straight tube, and finally down a bent tube. In the perfectly 
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M829f 

Fig. 3. Geometry of M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rods. 



straight tube the sabot/rod system is subjected to zero or symmetric lateral load, the 

sabot/rod is subjected to minimal lateral load by the relatively straight tube, whereas in the 

bent tube the sabot/rod system is subjected to the maximum lateral load expected in its 

service environment. What follows provides the details of the theory, methodology, and 

results of the numerical and experimental programs and the differences in sabot/rod 

responses from the different sabot design and launch tube environments to which they 

were subjected. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

The system parameters associated with the sabot/rod system and its launch 

environment include the sabot/rod systems that were analyzed and tested, and the 

associated sabot geometry and material properties. The tube geometry and lateral 

displacement due to tube droop and bend in the tube were considered for each launch 

tube. The envirvnment inside the launch tube includes the sabot/rod base pressure, 

velocity, acceleration and axial location, all of which depend upon one another. These 

parameters should be considered as a whole, not separately. They are introduced here to 

point out "real world" parameters associated with launching long-rod penetrators. These 

are the items that were numerically modeled and experimentally observed. When these 

parameters are reproduced adequately in both the numerical modeling efforts and the 

experimental efforts, results from the studies can be used to characterize the sabot/rod 

system performance with a known set of input parameters. 

Sabot Designs 

The M829 sabot/rod shown in Figure 1 consists of several components, 

including the long rod, a windscreen, fins, four sabot petals, and an obturator. The 

long-rod is made of Uranium (U.75Ti). Its tapered front has buttress grooves for sabot 

engagement in the front portion of the supported rod and threads in the rear portion of the 

supported rod. The rod is threaded in back to accomodate the fins (Ballistic Research 

Laboratory (BRL) drawing 12620296 (January 5, 1981». The windscreen is made of 

7075-T6 aluminum and 1010 steel and is used for aerodynamics during the rod's flight 

(BRL drawings 12525610 (July 9, 1982) and 12525609 (July 9, 1982». Similarly, the 
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aluminum 7075-T6 fins are used for flight stability after launch (BRL drawing 12525607 

(July 9, 1982». The sabot petals are four separate pieces that are designed to hold the rod 

steady as it travels down the launch tube. They are constructed of 7075-T6 aluminum 

(BRL drawing 12.525543 (October 19, 1981». The sabot is segmented to accomodate its 

separation from the rod 'after they exit the muzzle of the launch tube (Figure 2). ,The 

obturator is made of nylon and seals the propellant gas pressure (BRL drawing 

12525614 (May 5, 1982». The obturator is continuous in the hoop direction, unlike the 

sabot, and holds the sabot petals together. When the sabot begins to separate after 

exiting the launch tube, the obturator breaks allowing the rod to fly freely and the sabot 

petals to complete their separation. All of these components assembled comprise the 

M829 sabot/rod system. 

The M829 is typical of advanced saddle sabot systems. These systems 

commonly have long forward and aft ramps with a forward bell and obturator base. The 

distance between the forward bell and obturator base is sometimes referred to as the 

"wheelbase" of the sabot. Both the forward bell and the obturator base ride on the 

surface of the launch tube and react lateral loads from the sidewalls of the tube. The 

generic material properties for 7075-T6 aluminum, 1010 steel, nylon, and U.75 Ti can be 

found in Materials Engineerillg, Materials Selector (1986). Actual material properties for 

the materials used in the M829 are summarized in Table 1. Component weight and center 

of gravity are summarized in Table 2. 

As discussed in the introduction, three separate sabot designs were considered in 

this study (Figure 3). The first was the M829 sabot/rod system. This was a sabot/rod 

system currently in production. One of the goals of this system was to detennine how 

changes in the sabot designs affect the entire sabot/rod system's ability to react lateral 

loads during launch. Two variations were adopted for the study. The first design 
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Table 1. System Material Properties. 

Young's Yield Ultimate 
Density Modulus Strength Strength Poisson's 

Material (lbs/in.3) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) Ratio 

1010 
Steel 0.283 30.0e3 26 47 0.30 

7075-T6 
Aluminum 0.104 1O.Oe3 73 83 0.34 

U.75Ti 
Uranium 0.656 21.3e3 107 190 0.28 

6/6 
Nylon 0.042 5.3e2 12 18 0.39 
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Table 2. Component Weights. 

Center of 
Weight Gravitya 

Component (lbs) (in.) 

Launch Vehicle 
(windscreen, rod, sabot, obturator, and fins) 15.64 11.44 

Flight Vehicle 
(windscreen, rod, and fins) 9.37 11.33 

Sabot Assembly 
(sabot petals and obturator) 6.27 

Single Sabot Petal 1.44 

a From rear of projectile 



change is designated M829x. The motivation for this system was to increase the 

system's stiffness and the length of the wheelbase to make the rod act more like a rigid 

body with the sabot. The forward bell, forward and aft ramps, and saddle region of this 

system were all stiffened. The next variation was a decrease in the stiffness of the M829 

system. This change allowed the sabot to absorb some of the lateral distortion by 

pemlitting the forward bell to bend more than it did in the M829 or M829x designs. This 

system, designated M829f, functions more like a shock absorber. The M829f design 

decreased the forward and aft ramp lengths, and leaves additional sections of the rod 

unsupported in the front and aft of the system. 

The M829, M829x and M829f reflected the current design, stiffer design, and a 

more flexible design for comparing performance in a launch environment with lateral 

loads. The windscreen, rod, fins, and obturator remained the same in all three systems. 

Launch Tubes 

The three sabot/rod designs were numerically subjected to three separate launch 

environments to determine their responses to axial and lateral loads. The first launch 

environment was representative of a launch condition with zero or symmetric lateral 

loads. This condition was considered to isolate the axial acceleration effects. The second 

environment was representative of a launch condition with minimal lateral loads. The 

third was representative of significant lateral loads. These latter two environments occur 

when the sabot/rod system was accelerated down a relatively straight tube, which 

produces minimal lateral loading, and a bent tube, which subjects the sabot/rod system to 

significant lateral loads. When the locations of the tube bends are known, instrumentation 

can be set up to record the rod displacement as it travels through the bend. When the 

geometry of the tube and the parameters of the launch environment are known, a 
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numerical model can be generated to model each launch environment. The experimental 

portion of the project utilized only the bent tube. 

The launch tubes used for the project were 4.72-in. (120-mm) smooth-bore tubes 

(Benet Laboratory drawing 12529744 (December 3, 1979». The geometry of the launch 

tube is shown in Figure 4. The thickness of the wall in the launch tube varies from 

2.95 in. to 0.78 in. Reinforcement hoops are located at intervals down the tube. The 

launch tube is mounted in the launch fixture and acts as a cantilever beam. The two 

launch tubes chosen for this project were a relatively straight tube and a bent tube. The 

relatively straight tube is designated by Benet Laboratory as SN104 and the bent tube as 

SN81. Benet Laboratories inspected each tube for line-of-sight straightness. Their 

inspection reports are available in a report by S & D Dynamics (1987). The inspection 

recorded lateral displacement from a datum between the centerline at the aft end of the 

tube and the centerline at the forward end. 

The tube was modeled with the ABAQUS finite element code (Hibbett, Karlson 

and Sorenson 1985) and subjected to the body loads associated with gravity to determine 

the tube droop. The finite element mesh was generated using the preprocessor PA TRAN 

(PDA Engineering 1987). The analysis was static, linearly elastic and was performed to 

detennine the tube's shape as a result of gravity and to determine the effect the droop has 

on the projectile path. 

For the straight tube (SN104), the line-of-sight lateral displacement, the tube 

droop, and the superimposed effects of the two as a function of axial location are shown 

in Figure 5. The changes that occur are smooth rather than abrupt. The solid line shows 

a maximum line-of-sight displacement of 0.012 in. The dashed line shows that the 

forward end deflects 0.069-in. because of gravity. The combination of these two lines is 
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shown by the solid-dot-solid line. Similarly, the corresponding plot for the bent tube 

(SN8l) is shown in Figure 6. The line-of-sight displacements vary from 0.029 in. 

upward to 0.012 in. downward. This tube changes abruptly, and when combined with 

the gravity loading, shows an abrupt lateral displacement at the ISO-in. axial location of 

the launch tube. This is the high-velocity section of the launch tube and creates the 

largest lateral loading of the two tubes. The relatively straight (SNl04) and bent (SN81) 

launch tubes, are plotted together in Figure 7. Note the differences in the projectile paths 

for the separate launch tubes. These paths represent the initial conditions the sabot/rod 

system experiences as it travels down the tube. 

Launch Enyironment 

Parameters such as sabot/rod base pressure, position, velocity, and acceleration 

dictate the loads and stress environment that the sabot/rod system will experience. The 

case studied for this project is representative of a 200 C launch. The sa,bot/rod base 

pressure for that launch condition is shown in Figure 8. The peak base pressure is 

reached at approximately 4 ms with a magnitude of 46 ksi. The corresponding breech 

pressure at that time is approximately 73 ksi. The axial location of the sabot/rod system 

(Figure 9) does not change significantly from its initial position until pressure begins to 

build at approximately 3 ms. Then the sabot/rod travels down the 187-in. projectile path 

and exits the tube at 7.2 ms. The corresponding velocity (Figure 10) behaves similarly 

until the pressure begins to drop because the propellant burn in the breech subsides and 

the chamber volume expands. The exit velocity is 5413 fps. Correspondingly, the axial 

acceleration (Figure 11) reaches approximately 51,000 g's at the 4-ms mark and tapers 

off at 7.2 ms. The base pressure, location, velocity, and acceleration describe the axial 

parameters associated with the launch. 
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Fig. 10. Projectile Velocity versus Time. 
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The sabot designs, launch tubes, and launch environments are the system 

parameters associated with the launch. They are common to both the experimental and 

numerical portions of the research and are referred to frequently throughout the 

dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS 

The experimental portion of the research centers around the full-scale testing of 

the M829 and M829f sabot/rod designs (Figure 3) in a bent launch tube (Figure 6). The 

primary diagnostic tool is a 2.3-MeV x-ray source that is used to record the sabot/rod 

shape at a known location in the launch tube. For each test performed, the distorted 

shape was compared with those from previous tests and was used as a benchmark 

against the numerical predictions discussed in Chapter 4. Two pairs of orthogonal x-ray 

units were used to record launch tube exit velocity, sabot separation, and rod 

straightness. . 

This chapter is organized to discuss the launch facility, diagnostic equipment, and 

test results from the M829 and M829f sabot/rod systems. The tests performed were 

designed to compare the two sabot/rod designs in a sever·;! lateral loading environment 

and to provide the data required to compare numerical analysis results with test results. 

Three images of both the M829 and M829f sabot/rod and tube were recorded to capture 

the sabot/rod responses at three separate axial locations near the maximum lateral loading 

section of the launch tube. The test matrix shown in Table 3 is a summary of those tests. 

The table does not include the system check-out shots. 

Launch Facility 

The four major components of the launch facility are the launch tube, the breech, 

the recoil mechanism, and the mount. The launch tube shown in Figure 4 is 209 in. long 

and has an inside diameter of 4.72 in. The thickness of the tube varies along its length. 
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Table 3. Test Matrix. 

SabotIRod Launch Tube Axial Locationn 

Test No. Design No. (in.) Date 

1 M829 SN81 58.2 9/07 

2 M829 SN81 66.3 9/16 

3 M829 SN81 51.7 9/14 

4 M829f SN81 58.5 11/3 

5 M829f SN81 66.8 11/3 

6 M829f SN81 53.5 11/4 

n Axial location is measured from the muzzle to the back of the rod. 



The launch tube has a smooth bore, not a rifled bore. The breech is used to contain the 

high peak pressures experienced during propellant burn. Peak breech pressures for the 

launch discussed in Chapter 2 reached 72 ksi. The recoil mechanism is a concentric 

recoil system used to ensure that the path of the recoil is along the path of the launch 

tube. Nonconcentric recoil systems induce a moment into the launch tube during recoil 

causing tube whip in the system. The concentric system eliminates this problem. The 

Ballistic Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland, provided the breech, launch tube, 

and recoil mechanism for the experimental program. The philosophy behind designing 

the launch tube mount for these experiments was to build a simple mount heavy enough 

to constrain the launch tube, breech, and recoil mechanism yet experience only minimal 

displacement when fired. AdditionaIIy, the system had to be light enough so it could be 

aligned and moved with a 40-ton crane. The mount was attached to a steel base plate to 

increase its mass. Thirty tons of concrete blocks along with tamped soil were placed in 

back of the mount to prevent translation. The mount, base plate, recoil mechanism, 

breech, and launch tube weigh approximately 27 tons. Figure 12 is a photograph of the 

facility and test range. 

The breech and launch tube are attached by threads and the thrust nut assembly. 

Bolts attach the launch tube and breech to the recoil system. The launch tube, breech, 

and recoil system assembly are bolted to an adapter ring that bolts to the mount. The 

mount, launch tube, breech, and recoil mechanism assembly bolt to the base plate, which 

rests on a dirt berm. 

Range Setup and Diagnostics 

The test range consists of the sabot/rod launch facility, instrumentation, and sabot 

stripper. A schematic of the instrumentaion and launch facility is shown in Figure 13. 

Also shown in the figure are locations of the x-ray head and triggers, with station 
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- Fig. 12. Launch Facility and Test Range. 
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location highlighted for clarity. Described in Table 4 are the station location, velocity and 

timing for the experiments. The following is a narrative of events by station. 

• STATION A: The propellant is ignited with an electrical charge, pressure 
builds in the breech, and the sabot/rod begins to travel down the tube. 

• STA TION B: Evacuator ports are located at station B. Two capped pin 
switches are inserted into the evacuator ports. When the forward bell of the 
sabot hits the pins, the signal,is recorded and used as a timing mark to signal 
the x-ray units. A time interval meter triggers the 2.3 Me V x-ray tube to fire 
approximately 0.63 ms after the pin switch is tripped. The time varies, 
depending on the tube's axial location for the experiment. 

• STATION C: The trigger from the time interval meter triggers the 2.3-MeV 
x-ray unit, and the unit pulses, recording the sabot/rod image on the shielded 
film pack opposite. the x-ray tube. The location was chosen from code 
predictions of where the maximum lateral displacement should occur. 

• STATION D: The sabot/rod system exits the launch tube and aerodynamic 
forces begin to strip the sabot petals from the rod. 

• STATION E: The sabot petals begin to separate, and a pair of orthogonal 
150-keV x-ray tubes pulse. This records the rod and sabot images on the film 
packs after a 3.08-ms delay from the pin switches. 

• STATION F: A third interval meter counts approximately 4.72 ms from the 
pin switch, then pulses the second set of orthogonal x-ray tubes. This records 
the image of sabot and rod. 

A photograph of the actual test range was shown in Figure 12. Data from the 2.3-MeV 

tube were used to determine the rod defonnation while it was in the tube. The four 

150-ke V tubes recorded sabot separation and rod straightness. 

The major diagnostic tool in the experiment is the 2.3-MeV x-ray unit. For the 

application of in-bore radiography, the unit is underpowered. But using techniques 

developed by Lucht (1987), the source was sufficient for the experiments. The system is 

a standard 2.3-Me V Hewlett-Packard flash x-ray unit with a rated dose of 125 mR at 

6.56 ft and a spot size diameter of 0.196 in. Its rated pulse width is 25 ns. The x-ray 

diode was positioned approximately 67 in. from the centerline of the launch tube and 
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Table 4. Station Location, Velocity, and Timing. 

LocationR , Velocity 

Station (in.) (ft/s) 

A -206.0 0 

B -76.3 4750 

C -46.0 5085 

D 0.0 5452 

E 120.0 5452 

F 228.0 5452 

a Stalion locations are measured from muzzle (Figure 13). 
b Time starlS from pin swilCh evacuator port signal. 
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Timeb 

(ms) 

0.00 

0.63 

1.25 

3.08 

4.72 



was centered at Station C. Lead shielding was used to prevent fog, to enhance 

resolution, and to provide contrast. A 4-in. lead wall was constructed in front of the 

x-ray tube with a O.5-in. by 5-in. collimation hole to prevent scatter. A O.125-in. lead 

sheet was wrapped around the x-ray tube to prevent radial scatter and a O.25-in. lead 

sheet was placed on the table to prevent scatter reflecting off the table. A lead shielding 

box was designed and built to prevent scatter from the launch tube and to completely 

enclose the film pack, except through the viewing area. The shielding techniques used 

made it easy to reassemble the package between tests and were instrumental in obtaining 

quality radiographs. Shown in Figure 14 are the x-ray tube, launch tube, x-ray and film 

shielding, and the 150-keV orthogonal racks. 

The insufficient x-ray intensity was overcome by using mUltiple layers of film in 

the x-ray cassette. Dupont Cronex industrial NDT57 and NDT9 intensifier screens were 

used in the screen/film/screen sets. Two sets were used in the film pack. They were 

indexed with pins to provide alignment. A bladder placed around the entire film pack 

was evacuated to ensure good screen-to-t1lm contact. After development, the films were 

superimposed to improve effective exposure and signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio. The two 

separate films were digitized on' a scanning microdensitometer, then their results were 

averaged. A reconstructed image, in which density gradients were removed and contrast 

was optimized, was used to bring out resolution and features required to determine the 

rod's distorted shape. 

Two capped-pin switches (DYNASEN INC. 1985) were used to trigger the x-ray 

unit. This redundancy ensured proper triggering of the x-ray unit. Capped pins were 

required to eliminate the possibility of premature tripping that could result from hot 

ionized gas leaking past the obturator ring and the shorting of an uncapped switch. 
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Fig. 14. 2.3-MeV and 150-keV Flash X-ray Setups. 



Two pairs of orthogonal, 150-keV flash x-ray units were set up in a rack down 

range from the launch tube centered on the shot line at Stations E (Numbers 2 and 3) and 

F (Numbers 4 and 5) (Figures 13 and 14). These were located so that the diode of the 

x-ray tube was approximately 72 in. from the shot line. The film cassette was an 

additional 24 in. from the shot line, for a distance of 96 in. between the diode and film 

pack (Figure 14). 

Radiographs from X-ray units 2 through 5 were digitized to determine rod 

straightness from each radiograph. The upper and lower rod edges were digitized on a 

personal computer and recorded. Results were transmitted to a Cray computer and 

manipulated with the program TDAP (Birchler and Wheat, 1988). The upper and lower 

edges were averaged to produce the rod centerline and then a third-order polynomial fit 

was done to determine the rod's deformed shape along its centerline. The results of the 

data analyses showed the rod's deformed shapes at two orthogonal stations for each test. 

The launch facility and diagnostic setup described were used in full-scale tests to 

characterize the M829 and M829f sabot/rod systems. Results from these tests follow. 

Experimental Results 

Results from the six tests produced 30 radiographs. Each radiograph was 

analyzed to determine the rod's deformed shape. Before the radiographs are analyzed, 

they are studied to determine whether timing results are reliable and whether the launch 

appears normal. Radiographs from the 2.3-MeV x-ray unit look similar between tests. 

Postprocessing of the image is required to obtain a quantitative deformation pattern in the 

rod. A typical radiograph of the M829 sabot/rod system taken with the 2.3 MeV x-ray 

unit is shown in Figure 15. The U.75Ti rod and details, such as thread form and rod 

taper, are clearly visible. The fins, sabot, and windscreen are easily discernible. 

Although fog begins to cloud the image near the internal diameter of the launch tube, the 
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rod details are adequate for postprocessing. This radiograph was taken with a sabotlrod 

velocity of approximately 5085 ftls. 

Orthogonal radiographs were taken at Stations E and F (Figure 13) to record rod 

straightness and sabot separation. Shown in Figure 16 are typical radiographs taken at 

both orthogonal stations. The lower image, taken with X-ray unit Number 2 shows the 

beginning of sabot separation and the upper image taken with X-ray unit Number 5, 

shows the sabot parts as they continue to separate from the rod. The rod had an 

approximate velocity of 5450 ftls when the images were taken. The line in the center of 

both images is caused by a film seam. 

The M829 deformed rod shapes calculated from in-bore radiographic results in 

Tests 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figure 17. The deformed rod shapes are plotted at three 

axial locations. The skew in the data does not indicate yaw or lack of yaw. It measures 

the accuracy with which the film can be placed on the digitizing tablet when 

postprocessing the radiographs. The ordinate is exaggerated, compared with the abcissa, 

to show the lateral displacement more clearly. The top plot shows the deformation of the 

rod 66.3 in. from the fins of the rod to the muzzle of the launch tube (Test Number 2). 

Most of the lateral displacement is in the tip of the rod (0.048 in.) and is measured from 

the center of gravity of the rod. The tail lateral displacement is -0.011 in. at this location 

in the launch tube. The middle plot shows the distorted shape 58.2 in. from the muzzle 

(Test Number 1). The tip lateral displacement is now 0.043 in and the tail displacement is 

now 0.007 in. The bottom plot shows the distorted shape 51.7 in from the muzzle (Test 

Number 3). The tip lateral displacement is now 0.025 in., and the tail displacement has 

changed to 0.036 in. The results show the rod's deformed shapes at three axial locations 

in the launch tube. The length of the film and the location of the 2.3-MeV x-ray unit 

made it impossible to perform tests to determine the entire deformation cycle of the rod. 
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The orthogonal x-rays for the M829 system showed similar results for Test 1,2, 

and 3. Results from Test Number 2 are shown in Figure 18. The deflected shapes are 

plotted for X-rays 2 through 5. Again the ordinate is exaggerated for clarity. The 0.00, 

0.00 coordinate pair is representative of the center of gravity of the flight vehicle. As 

was seen in Figure 14 the orthogonal x-rays are shifted 45 degrees from the in-bore x-ray 

unit. The results from the orthogonal x-rays show a maximum tail displacement of 

approximately 0.050 in. from X-ray Number 2 (Station E). Later, at Station F the 

deformation patterns are changing, but the general shape is similar to those at Station E. 

The sabot/rod travels 110 in. between the two stations in 1.64 ms. The film holders do 

not provide an accurate datum from which to measure yaw, but qualtitative yaw angles 

were taken for each radiograph. Results were similar between tests. The trend from all 

of the tests and all of the orthogonal x-rays was for the rod to have a tip-down orientation 

of a to 1.5 degrees. The radiographs from all of the orthogonal x-rays showed that sabot 

separation patterns were indiscernable between each test. Each orthogonal radiograph 

was examined for sabot petal angle at Stations E and F for X-rays units 2 through 5. The 

results from each corresponding radiograph were the same. 

The in-bore deformed rod shapes calculated from the M829f radiographic results 

from Tests 4, 5, and 6 are shown in Figure 19. Again, results are shown at three axial 

locations in the launch tube. The top plot shows the deformation of the rod 66.8 in. from 

the fins of the rod to the muzzle of the launch tube (Test Number 5). Most of the lateral 

deformation is in the tip of the rod (0.048 in.) was measured from the center of gravity of 

the rod. The tail deformation is 0.018 in. The middle plot shows the distorted shape 

58.5-in. from the muzzle (Test Number 4). The tip lateral displacement is now 0.065 in. 

The tail deformation is now 0.020 in. The bottom plot shows the distorted shape 
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53.5 in. from the muzzle (Test Number 6). The tip lateral displacement is now 0.065 in. 

and the tail deformation has changed to 0.048 in. 

The; orthogonal x-rays from Test Number 4 are plotted for X-rays 2 through 5 

shown in Figure 20. The 0.00, 0.00 coordinate pair represents the center of gravity of 

the flight vehicle. The results from the orthogonal x-rays show a maximum tip 

displacement of approximately 0.127 in. from X-ray Number 3 (Station E). Later at 

Station F the deformation pattern is reversing. Examining x-ray numbers 2 and 4 

indicate a damaged tail fin possibly due to an obturator part. At 90 ft. from the launch 

tube the rod is yawed 5.5 degrees. As with the M829 tests, qualtitative yaw angles were 

taken for each radiograph. Results were similar between the M829f tests. The trend 

from all of the tests and all of the orthogonal x-rays was for the rod to have a tip-down 

orientati~n of from 0 to 2.0 degrees. The radiographs from all of the orthogonal x-rays 

showed that sabot separation patterns were indiscernable between of the each M829f 

tests. At 65 ft. from the launch tube the M829f sabot parts hit the sabot Shipper 

approximately 36 in. from the shot line as compared to approximately 18 in. in the M829 

design. This was presumably because of the absence of a tipping ring on the M829f 

design. At Stations E and F, for X-rays units 2 through 5, each orthogonal radiograph 

was examined for sabot petal angle. The results from each corresponding radiograph 

were the same. 

The tests discussed constitute the successful tests completed for this study. Other 

tests were completed but failed. They are not presented. Common problems that caused 

test failures included the failure of a delay interval meter, predumping of x-ray units, and 

problems encountered with light leaks, damaged film packs and intensifier screens, and 

exposed film. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL MODELING 

The sabot/rod systems and their launch environments, described in Chapters 1 

and 2 and tested as discussed in Chapter 3, were modeled numerically to describe in 

detail the structural behavior of each system as it travels down each of the launch tubes. 

The numerical modeling was performed to predict the stress environment and the 

response of the sabot/rod system. The data obtained were used to compare the structural 

integrity of the three separate sabot designs. The following are brief descriptions of the 

codes used, the assumptions made, and the results obtained from the analyses. 

Nine separate analyses were completed in the study. Each of the three sabot/rod 

designs (M829, M829x and M829f) was modeled in three different launch tubes. The 

first launch tube was perfectly straight and was modeled to remove the effects of lateral 

loading on the sabot/rod system. The second launch tube, SN104 (Figure 5), was used 

to observe the effect of minimal lateral loading on the saiJ0!/!':>d system. The third launch 

tube, SN81 (Figure 6), was used to observe the effects of significant lateral loads on the 

system. The nine runs provide a basis for comparing the sabot/rod designs and their 

effect on sabot/rod structural response in three separate launch environments. 

Code Description 

Several parameters must be well defined in the numerical model before the 

sabot/rod systems and launch environments can be accurately modeled. 

• The tube and sabot/rod system geometry. 

• The required boundary conditions. 
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• The material behavior of each component of the system. 

• The dynamic load environment. 

• The interface between the launch tube and the sabot/rod. 

The selection of software for adequately describing each of these is important. 

Although several codes are available for performing dynamic stress analyses, few have 

the features required to describe the launch sequence and sliding interfaces or the capacity 

and efficiency to run the analyses. 

Zukas et al. (1982) reviewed the various codes used in impact dynamics 

including the Eulerian and Lagrangian codes. Codes with the required speed and features 

for this problem were limited. D YNA3D (Hallquist and Benson 1987), an explicit finite 

element code, was selected for the analysis. This code has traditionally been used for 

dynamic transient analysis involving impact and contact surfaces. Other codes in the 

DYNA "family" include DYNA2D (Hallquist 1984a), NIKE2D (Hallquist 1986), and 

NIKE3D (Hallquist 1984b). NIKE2D and NIKE3D are implicit versions of the DYNA 

codes and are used for static and quasi-static analyses. Since the Zukas review, 

PRONT02D (Taylor and Flanagan 1987) has been developed. It is similar in capability 

to DYNA2D. The three-dimensional version of the PRONTO code was not released in 

time to be considered for use in the analyses. 

DYNA3D was developed in 1976 and has continued to evolve since that time. 

The problems generally associated with the DYNA3D code involve fine zoning, which is 

required to describe stress waves traveling in a continuum, and small time steps. In 

traditional stress analysis codes, these items add up to costly analyses with huge 

computer requirements. DYNA3D thus evolved into a streamlined, efficient code, 

capable of processing large problems over many time cycles. To accomplish this, 

DYNA3D uses an explicit formulation (Gallagher 1975, Cook 1981, and Bathe 1982) 
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rather than the traditional implicit methods used in most multiple purpose stress analysis 

codes. This requires the use of central difference time integration (Hallquist 1983a). The 

explicit formulation, coupled with single point integration, results in minimal cycle-per

zone time. This method can result in inaccuracies associated with underintegrated 

clements. With a single integration point, zero energy modes can exist in the solution 

and can cause spurious deformations inherent to the element formulation and solution 

technique but not to the structural response of the system. These deformations are 

sometimes referred to as "hourglassing" or "keystoning" and are related to the shape of 

the elements as they distort without resistance. Hourglass viscosity is introduced, with 

minimal effect to code efficiency, tD prevent hourglassing (Hallquist 1983b). 

DYNA3D has twenty-five separate constitutive models and nine equation-of-state 

models for describing a wide class of material behavior. Only the elastic and elastic

plastic models were used in the analyses performed. The elastic-plastic model is based on 

isotropic or kinematic hardening models as described by Kreig and Key (1976). 

The sliding interfaces are defmed by master/slave segments. The sliding surface 

options include sliding only, sliding-wHh-gaps, tied, and a single sliding surface. The 

sliding-with-gaps option was used in these analyses. Interface friction can be used as 

required. The slide line algorithm is based on the penalty method used in the HONDO 

code (Key, Beisinger, and Kreig 1978). With this method, normal interface springs are 

placed between the penetrating nodes and the contact surface to force compatibility along 

each surface. 

The time step is selected automatically by the code. The selection is based on the 

Courant condition (Richtmyer and Morton 1967), which ensures numerical stability in 

the central difference method for time integmtion. The selection is based on assessing the 

time it takes for a sound wave to travel across the smallest element dimension and 
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multiplying that time by a fraction slightly less than one. Although the result is a very 

small time step, compared with implicit method solution schemes, considerably less time 

is required to solve the equations per cycle. The results of combining these algorithms 

ensure an accurate solution for a large class of structural dynamics problems involving 

high loading rates, complex mesh descriptions, contact, and nonlinear material behavior. 

DYNA3D was the finite element program used in the analysis; however, several 

other codes were required for preprocessing and postprocessing. The finite element. 

meshes were generated with the PATRAN code (PDA Engineering 1987). This code is a 

three-dimensional mesh generator capable of generating geometry, nodes, elements, 

pressures, and boundary conditions. The code has the generation, verification, 

optimization, and interface modules required to produce the meshes generated for the 

analyses. PATRAN outputs a neutral file that can be translated into DYNA3D input. 

'The PATDYNA3D code was used to translate the neutral file. Sliding surfaces are not an 

option in PATRAN, so pressure surfaces were generated in PATRAN, then flagged and 

translated into sliding surfaces with PATDYNA3D. After processing the input data with 

DYNA3D, the output files generated were postprocessed with the TAURUS code 

(Brown and Hallquist 1984) to produce geometry and contour plots. Graphed data were 

processed with TDAP (Birchler and Wheat 1988). The codes used and their functions 

for the analysis are enumerated as follows: 

1. PATRAN: Generates finite element mesh, loads, and boundary conditions. 

2. PATDYNA3D: Translates the PATRAN-generated data into DYNA3D 
format. 

·3. DYNA3D: Performs a dynamic finite element analysis on the finite element 
mesh. 

4. TAURUS: Plots stress contours and models geometry. 

5. TDAP: Processes time history data in X-V format. 
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PATRAN and PATDYNA3D were both run on a VAX 8600 computer. Results from 

the codes were linked and transmitted over a central computing facility by another V AX. 

DYNA3D was nm on a Cray 416 computer. The TAURUS and TDAP codes were run 

on this and other Cray computers. 

Model Parameters 

A series of finite element meshes was generated to determine the effect of mesh 

refinement on the accuracy of the finite element solution. Four meshes were generated 

in the study with approximately 220, 2100, 5500, and 9600 eight-node hexahedron 

elements. Each model was subjected to a dynamic lateral load condition, and the lateral 

displacement at several locations was plotted over time. Results were normalized to the 

9600 element mesh, and plotted. The ratioed difference in displacement as a function of 

mesh refinement is shown in Figure 21. Results from the coarsest mesh (220 elements) 

showed displacements that were 21 % different from results obtained using the finest 

mesh (9600 elements). The results from the finer meshes quickly converge to the fine 

mesh solution. Results from the study indicated that meshes in the 5000 element range 

were about 1 % different from the finest mesh studied. This 5000 element range was 

adopted as adequate for the analyses performed. The meshes generated for the numerical 

portion of the study reflect this mesh refinement. 

The finite element meshes generated for the nine analyses were designed to 

provide reasonable resolution of the computed stress field and to nm economically so that 

a thorough analysis could be done. The meshes were primarily set up to study the 

bending of the sabot and rod that is caused by lateral loads and the interaction between 

the tube and sabot/rod system. Several areas were modeled on a macromechanicallevel 

that has little influence on the lateral load response. The major areas simplified for the 
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analyses were the buttress groove and thread areas between the sabot and rod (Figure 1). 

These were assumed to be continuous between the sabot and rod. The fin and 

windscreen areas were meshed only to reproduce the mass properties of the system. 

The mesh was set up to ensure the correct center of gravity for the fin and windscreen 

and the correct mass of the system, but it did not ensure the complexities of the fin 

surfaces, threaded connections, or geometry. A 180-degree model, rather than a full 

360-degree system was generated. Appropriate boundary conditions were applied on the 

symmetry plane. The tube environment selected showed little motion nonnal to the 

constrained surface and was assessed to have small effects on the analysis results. With 

the 180-degree model, the. problem size was cut significantly over a full 360-degree 

model. Shown in Figure 22 is the M829 sabot/rod mesh in launch tube SN81 at time 

zero. 

The meshes consist of approximately 7000 nodes and 5000 eight-node 

hexahedron elements. Six materials, three sliding surfaces, two load curves, and 

approximatley 1000 pressure . surfaces are used in each model. Although each of the nine 

models differs slightly, the meshes are relatively similar. The fin, windscreen, and 

launch tube were modeled with elastic material models. The obturator, sabot, and rod 

were modeled with a work-hardening elastic-plastic material model. Properties used in 

the analysis were presented in Table 1. The sliding surfaces occur between sabot petals, 

between the obturator and the launch tube, and between the forward bell and the launch 

tube. 

The two separate load curves are for the pressure that occurs when the powder 

burns and pushes the sabot/rod system down the tube (Figure 8) and from the 

aerodynamic drag on the forward bell. As the sabot/rod travels down the tube, the 

aerodynamic drag varies with the velocity of the sabot/rod, starting at 0 psi and reaching 
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Fig. 22. Finite Element Mesh of Sabot/rod System and Launch Tube. 



approximately 180 psi as the sabot/rod exits the launch tube. The effect of this pressure 

is small compared with the 46-ksi peak pressure in back of the sabot/rod. 

Because of the size of the tube, a coarse mesh was used so that numerical 

resources could be focused on the sabot/rod response. Since only displacements are 

required from the tube portion of the mesh, mesh refinement in the tube was sacrificed 

for mesh refinement in the sabot/rod where stresses, strains, and displacements are 

required for the analyses. Shown in Figure 23 are the three tube geometries with the 

M829 sabot. Similar meshes were generated for the M829x and M829f sabot/rods. 

The perfectly straight tube is constrained along its length. It was generated to 

study the effect of zero lateral displacement in the tube. The tube geometry shown in 

Figure 4 is reflected in the ineshes for tubes SN81 and SN104. Although it cannot be 

seen by looking at the mesh, the lateral displacements described in Figures 5 and 6 are 

reflected in the meshes. These displacements include the effect of gravity loading and the 

bends inherent in the manufacturing of the tubes. The boundary conditions for the tube 

reflect tile 180-degree symmetry plane and the cantilever condition seen in tl1e launch tube 

mount. 

The mesh descriptions for the M829, M829x, and M829f are reflections of 

geometry shown in Figure 3. Meshes from the M829, M829x, and M829f sabot 

systems are shown in Figures 24, 25, and 26, respectively. The nine meshes generated 

are highlighted here for clarity. 

• M829 sabot/rod with perfectly straight launch tube. 

• M829 sabot/rod with launch tube SN104. 

• M829 sabot/rod with launch tube SN81. 

• M829x sabot/rod with perfectly straight launch tube. 

• M829x sabot/rod with launch tube SN104. 
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Launch Tube SN81 

Fig. 23. Tube Mesh Descriptions with Sabot/rod. 
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Fig. 24. M829 Finite Element Mesh and SN81 Launch Tube. 
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Fig. 25. M829x Finite Element Mesh and SN81 Launch Tube. 
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Fig. 26. M829f Finite Element Mesh and SN81 Launch Tube. 



• M829x sabot/rod with launch tube SN81. 

• M829f sabot/rod with perfectly straight launch tube. 

• M829f sabot/rod with launch tube SN104. 

• M829f sabot/rod with launch tube SN81. 

These meshes represent a base-case sabot/rod, a stiffer system, and a more flexible 

system, and all are subjected to three separate launch environments with different 

severities of lateral loading. The results of these analyses follow. 

Comparison of Experimental versus Numerical Results 

Results from Tests 1, 2, and 3 were compared with results from the numerical 

analyses. These tests used the M829 sabot/rod in launch tube SN81. The deformed 

shape of the rod at the centerline was calculated for each test, as discussed in Chapter 3, 

and was plotted at the same displacement scale factor as was used in the numerical 

analyses. These results are superimposed on the deformed finite element mesh at the 

corresponding axial locations in the launch tube. Shown in Figure 27 are the 

comparisons at three separate locations. The launch tube's axial locations, rather than 

times, were chosen to take into account the small differences in velocity between the 

physical testing and the numerical analyses. The numerical analyses were performed 

with an exit velocity of 5413 ft/s, where the physical experiments showed velocities 

between 5479 and 5545 ft/s. Thus, axial location was used to compare the results. As 

indicated in Figure 27 the deformed pattern from testing closely matches the numerical 

analyses. The top comparison shows the rod 66 in. from the launch tube muzzle. The 

measurement is made from the tail fins of the rod. The middle comparison shows the rod 

58 in. from the muzzle, and the bottom comparison shows it 52 in. from the muzzle. 

The data shows that the numerical analysis deformation cycle is slightly faster than 
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Experimentally detemlined rod shape. 

Numerically detennined rod shape. 

Defonned rod 66 in. from launch tube muzzle. 

Deforrhed rod 58 in. from launch tube muzzle. 

Defonned rod 52 in. from launch tube muzzle. 

Fig. 27. Comparison of Numerically and Experimentally Determined 
Rod Defonned Shapes. 
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shown in the physical tests. The effect is small. The general shape of both tests and 

numerical analyses agree well. Table 5 is a summary of the tip and tail displacements 

from both the numerical analyses and the physical tests. 

Sabot Design Results and Comparisons 

Nine analyses were run to compare sabot designs and launch tube environments, 

thus characterizing the structural performance of the sabot/rod system in each launch 

environment. Because the amount of data generated from these analyses was 

voluminous, only the von Mises stresses are presented at seven temporal locations. 

Although other stress components were examined, the general performance of each 

system is best characterized by the von Mises stress. Two separate comparisons were 

made of the analysis results. First, the M829, M829x, and M829f sabot/rod systems 

were compared for given launch environments. Then the effects of a perfectly straight 

launch tube and launch tubes SN104 and SN81 (Figure 7) were compared for each of the 

sabot designs. In the fIrst comparison the parameter was sabot design and in the second 

comparison it was launch environment. 

In the fIrst comparison, seven different times were selected to study stress levels 

in each sabot/rod system design. Each selection was made on the basis of events that 

corresponded with a given time. Presented in Table 6 are the signifIcant parameters 

associated with each event. Graphical data of each parameter are shown in Figures 8,9, 

10, and 11. 

The von Mises stress contours are plotted on the deformed mesh at seven given 

times (Figures 28-34) for the three sabot designs subjected to a perfectly straight launch 

tube environment. Although this environment does not exist in the "real world," it was 

analyzed to determine the stress environment caused by axial loads. In Figure 28 
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Table 5. A Comparison of Tip and Tail Displacements Between Experimental Testing 
and Numerical Analyses of the M829 Sabot/rod in Launch Tube SN81. 

Axial Location (in.)a 

66 58 51 

Numerical Tip Displacement 0.042 0.037 0.018 

Experimental Tip Displacement 0.048 0.043 0.025 

Numerical Tail Displacement -0.016 0.004 0.032 

Experimental Tail Displacement -0.011 0.007 0.036 

a Measured from the rod tail fins to the launch tube muzzle. 
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Table 6. Launch Event Correlated with Selected Parameters. 

Axial Axial 
TIme Location Pressure Velocity Ace. 

Event (s) (in.) (ksi) (ftls) (g's) 

Ramp up of 
Pressure 0.0034 10.7 42.1 1362 46,906 

Peak 
Pressure 0.0039 21.3 45.8 2165 51,065 

Beginning of Lateral 
Loading, SN81 0.0047 48.1 38.9 3398 43,205 

Increased Lateral 
Loading, SN81 0.0053 75.4 30.9 4151 34,115 

Maximum Tail 
Deflection 0.0063 130.7 18.1 4992 19,603 

Maximum Tip 
Deflection 0.0069 167.9 13.6 5320 14,620 

Muzzle 
Exit 0.0072 187.0 12.0 5452 12,778 



M829 M829x M829f 

Contour Values 

A::OO B=15 C=30 D=45 E=60 F=75 G=90 H=105 I=120 

. Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 28. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829. M829x. and M829f Sabot/rod .Systems :n a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0034 s. 
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M829 M829x M829f 

Contour Values 

A=OO B=15 C=30 D=45 E=60 F=75 G=90 H=105. 1=120 

Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 29. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0039 s. 
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Fig. 30. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0047 s. 
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M829 M829x M829f 

Contour Values 

A=OO B=15 C=30 D=45 E=60 F=75 0=90 H=105 1=120 

Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 31. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0053 s. 
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Fig. 32. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0063 s. 
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Fig. 33. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0069 s. 
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Contour Values 

A=OO B=15 C=30 D=45 E=60 F=75 G=90 H=105 1=120 

Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 34. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometr; of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems in a Launch Tube 

that is Perfectly Straight at 0.0072 s. 
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(0.0034 s), the pressure has ramped up to 42.1 ksi. The maximum von Mises stress is 

82 ksi in the U.75Ti rod near the rear of the sabot ramp. At the same location, the stiffer 

M829x system shows a stress of 87 ksi and the M829f system shows a stress of 109 ksi 

and begins to yield. The yield strength of the U.75Ti material is 107 ksi (Table 1). As 

shown in Figure 29 (0.0039 s), the peak pressure occurs (45.8 ksi) and the von Mises 

stress rises to 88 ksi in the M829 system, 91 ksi in the M829x system, and 125 ksi in the 

M829f system. The yielded zone along the M829f rod is now approximately 1 in. axially 

along the rod at the base of the rear sabot ramp. The rear ramp of the M829f sabot is just 

at the onset of yield. In Figure 30 (0.0047 s), the pressure has decreased to 38.9 ksi and 

stress levels are decreasing in all three systems. This trend continues through 0.0053 s 

(Figure 31), 0.0063 s (Figure 32), 0.0069 s (Figure 33), and finally to the muzzle exit at 

0.0072 s (Figure 34). At the muzzle exit, the von Mises stress has decreased to 25 ksi in 

the M829 system, 26 ksi in the M829x system, and 50 ksi in the M829f system. 

Results from the analyses indicate that the M829 sabot/rod system performs the 

best of the three designs when only axial loads are considered. For completeness, the tip 

and tail lateral deflections are plotted versus time for the M829, M829x, and M829f 

sabot/rod systems in a perfectly straight launch tube (Figures 35, 36, and 37). As seen 

in these three figures, the lateral displacement of the tip and tail for each sabot/rod system 

is zero, indicating a zero or symmetric lateral loading condition for the three analyses 

performed. With the exception of the sliding surface between the sabot petals, these 

analyses are analogous to axisymmetric analyses often performed in sabot/rod design. 

For these calculations, the axisymmetric assumption would be quite good since the 

surfaces of the sabot petals remain in contact throughout the analysis. 

Described in Figures 38-44 are the structural responses of the M829, M829x, and 

M829f in launch tube SN104. This launch environment represents the least severe lateral 
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Fig. 35. The M829 Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid Body 
Displacements Removed as it Transits a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 36. The M829x Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 37. The M829f Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Contour Values 
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Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 38. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0034 s. 
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Fig. 39. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0039 s. 
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Contour Values 
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Fig. 40. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0047 s. 
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Contour Values 
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Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 41. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry 
of the M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0053 s. 
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Fig. 42. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0063 s. 
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Fig. 43. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0069 s. 
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Fig. 44. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN104 at 0.0072 s. 
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loading condition expected in a real launch environment. Launch tube SN104 was used 

in accuracy tests and was chosen because of the straightness of the tube. The 

straightness of the launch tube, the tube droop caused by gravity, and the combination of 

tube profile and gravity loading are shown in Figure 5. This combination represents the 

projectile path to which each sabot/rod system is subjected in the analyses. 

The responses of the three sabot/rod systems in launch tube SN104 were' nearly 

identical to the perfectly straight environment discussed at 0.0034 s (Figure 38), 

0.0039 s (Figure 39), and 0.0047 s (Figure 40). The sabot/rod velocities are low up to 

this time and have not yet negotiated significant lateral displacement. The peak pressures 

are now decreasing but the stress patterns at 0.0053 s (Figure 41) indicate signs of 

asymmetric loading. At 0.0063 s (Figure 42), bending stresses can clearly be seen in the 

M829 and M829f designs. Although the M829x design shows some bending, it is not to 

the extent of the other two designs. The displacement scale factor on all the figures is 

ten. Little if any lateral movement is detectable, even with the scaling factor applied to 

displacement. At 0.0072 s the sabot/rod exits the launch tube. The maximum von Mises 

stresses are 37 ksi in the M829 system, 30 ksi in the M829x system, and 73 ksi in the 

M829f system. 

Lateral displacement for the tip and tail of each system is shown in Figures 45, 

46, and 47. These values were obtained by subtracting out the rigid body translation 

from the tube geometry and plotting the structural deformations with respect to the 

centroid of the system. In the M829 system, the maximum tip deflection is 0.018 in., 

and the maximum tail deflection is 0.020 in. In the M829x system, the maximum tip 

deflection is reduced to 0.009 in., and the maximum tail deflection is 0.022 in. In the 

M829f system, the maximum tip deflection is 0.018 in., and the tail maximum deflection 

is increased to 0.027 in. 
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Fig. 46. The M829x Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits Launch Tube SN104. 
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Fig. 47. The M829f Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits Launch Tube SN104. 
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The structural responses of the M829, M829x, and M829f systems in launch tube 

SN81 are described in Figures 48-54. The launch environment represents a lateral 

loading condition that is as severe as can be expected in a static launch tube, yet still 

acceptable for use in the field. Described in Figure 6 are the straightness of the launch 

tube, the tube droop caused by gravity, and the combination of tube profile and gravity 

loading. The combination represents the projectile path to which each sabot/rod system is 

subjected in the analysis. 

The responses of the three sabot/rod systems in launch tube SN81 were nearly 

identical to the perfectly straight environment discussed at 0.0034 s (Figure 48) at 

0.0039 s (Figure 49), and at 0.0047 s (Figure 50). Up to this point, the low sabot/rod 

velocities and straight tube profile do not affect the rod significantly in the lateral 

direction. At 0.0053, s (Figure 51), all three systems begin to bend. The rip is affected 

first, followed by the tail. At this time the peak: von Mises stresses are 74 ksi in the 

M829, 71 ksi in the M829x systems, and 94 ksi in the M829f system. By 0.0063 s 

(Figure 52), the tip has rebounded and reached its maximum tip deflection. The peak 

stresses in the M829, M829x, and M829f systems are 67, 68, and 68 ksi, respectively. 

At 0.0069 s (Figure 53), the tail reaches its maximum lateral displacement during 

rebound from the first displacement. The peak stresses in the M829, M829x, and M829f 

designs are 42,54, and 85 ksi, respectively. At 0.0072 s (Figure 54), the sabot/rod exits 

the launch tube. The tip and tail vibrations are no longer in phase at this time. The peak 

stresses for the M829, M829x, and M829f are 74, 61, and 74 ksi, respectively. 

The lateral displacements of the tips and tails for the M829, M829x, and M829f 

systems in launch tube SN81 are shown in Figures 55, 56, and 57 respectively. Each 

figure shows the tip preceding the tail in vibration. The amplitudes and periods of 

vibration vary. Summarized in Table 7 are frequencies and lateral displacements 
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Fig. 48. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0034 s. 
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Fig. 49. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0039 s. 
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Fig. 50. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829. M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0047 s. 
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Fig. 51. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0053 s. 
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Fig. 52. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829. M829x. and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0063 s. 
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Fig. 53. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829. M829x. and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0069 s. 
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Fig. 54. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry of the 
M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rod Systems 

in Launch Tube SN81 at 0.0072 s. 
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Fig. 55. The M829 Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits Launch Tube SN81. 
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Fig. 56. The M829x Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Transits Launch Tube SN81. 
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Fig. 57. The M829f Sabot/rod Tip and Tail Deflections versus Time with Rigid 
Body Displacements Removed as it Tmnsits Launch Tube SN81. 
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Table 7. Tip and Tail Displacements lind Frequencies 
for the M829, M829x, and M829f Sabot/rods in Launch Tube SN81. 

M829 M829x M829f 

Tip Frequency (Hz) 500 400 468 

Tip Maximum Displacement (in.) 0.042 0.026 0.071 

Tail Frequency (Hz) 423 407 449 

Tail Maximum Displacement (in.) 0.050 0.062 0.072 



for the M829, M829x, and M829f sabot/rod systems. The maximum von Mises stress 

for each of the nine analyses at each of the seven designated times is tabulated in Table 8. 

The tabulated data indicate that the M829f design is overstressed at an early time 

by the peak axial pressure at 0.0039 s. The M829f is the most flexible design with the 

highest amplitude of vibration. The M829x design moves the forward bell forward and 

stiffens the front and rear ramps. This stiffer rear ramp results in higher stresses in the 

stiffened region. The movement of the forward bell increases the moment arm to the rear 

ramp and rod, causing higher amplitudes in the tail section, as seen in the M829 system, 

but reduces the amplitude of vibration in the forward section of the rod. The M829 

design has acceptable stress levels throughout, and it has the most balanced vibration 

pattern of the three systems. 

Launch Tube Enyironment Results and Comparisons 

The sabot design plays an important role in the successful launch of a long rod. 

Equally important, is the launch environment to which the sabot/rod system is subjected. 

In this section, the launch environments previously discussed are compared directly with 

one another. The three launch environments were investigated, with each of the three 

sabot/rod cesigns considered. In the early stages of launch, each launch tube 

environment looks very much like the others because of the minimal tube droop and the 

tube bend in the thicker portion of the launch tubes (Figures 4 and 7). Velocities and 

pressures are low until approximately 0.004 s, but the majority of lateral loading does not 

occur until after 0.005 s. 

Presented in Figures 58-61 are the von Mises stress contours for the M829 

sabot/rod in the three launch environments at 0.0053, 0.0063, 0.0069, and 0.0072 s. 

At 0.0053 s (Figure 58), the sabot/rod has deformed laterally in launch tube SN81. 

Launch tube SN 104 shows a slight indication of bending, as shown by the 
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Table 8. Maximum von Mises Stress (ksi) for Anaiyses Matrix. at Seven Selected Times (s). 

M829 M829x M829f 

Tune SN81 SN104 PSa SN81 SN104 PS SN81 SN104 PS 

i 

.0034 82 82 82 87 87 87 110 109 109 

.0039 88 88 88 92 92 91 125 125 125 

.0047 75 76 76 77 77 79 109 108 107 

.0053 74 60 63 71 62 64 94 92 86 

.0063 67 52 37 68 45 39 68 55 52 

.0069 42 35 29 54 35 33 85 51 39 

.0072 74 37 25 61 30 26 74 73 40 

Ii Perfectly Straight Launch Tube 

Vol 
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Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 58. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0053 s for the M829 Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Launch Tube 
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Fig. 59. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0063 s for the M829 Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is ~clfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 60. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0069 s for the M829 Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SNI04 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 61. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0072 s for the M829 Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SNI04 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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contour asymmetries, whereas the perfectly straight tube shows no bending in the 

sabot/rod system. At this time the M82? sabot/rod systems experience peak von Mises 

stresses of 74, 60, and 63 ksi in launch tubes SN81 and SN104 and in the perfectly 

straight launch tube. At 0.0063 s (Figure 59), the M829 sabot/rod has rebounded and 

bent back the other direction in launch tube SN81. The M829 sabot/rod shows a slight 

lateral displacement in launch tube SN104 and no lateral displacement in the perfectly 

straight tube. Stress levels in the three environments are 67, 52, and 37 ksi, 

respectively. At 0.0069 s, the M829 sabot/rod has reached maximum tail displacement in 

launch tube SN81. The rod continues to deform slightly in launch tube SN104 but not at 

all in the perfectly straight tube. The peak von Mises stresses are 42, 35, and 29 ksi, 

respectively. At 0.0072 s (Figure 61), the same pattern continues, but at this time the 

M829 tip and tail are out of phase in launch tube SN81. The peak von Mises stresses are 

74,37, and 25 ksi, respectively. The peak von Mises stress for the M829 sabot is nearly 

three times as high in the severe lateral load environment as in the zero load lateral load 

environment at the launch tube exit. 

The same comparison was made with the M829x sabot/rod system (Figures 62-

65). The M829x is a stiffer system than the M829. At the four times considered it 

showed similar responses but at lower amplitudes. At 0.0053 s (Figure 62), the peak 

von Mises stresses were 71, 62, and 64 ksi for the M829x sabot rod system in launch 

tubes SN81 and SN104, and in the perfectly straight launch tube. At 0.0063 s (Figure 

63), the peak.stresses changed to 68, 45, and 39 ksi, respectively. At 0.0069 s (Figure 

64), the peak stresses were 54, 35, and 33 ksi, respectively. And finally, at 0.0072 s 

(Figure 65), the peak stresses in the M829x sabot/rod system were 61,30, and 26 ksi in 

the three launch tube environments. These results indicate that the M829x system was 

not as severely affected by the environment of launch tube SN104. Still, in 
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Launch Tube 
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Displacement Scale Factor = 10 

Fig. 62. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0053 s for the M829x Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN8] and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Launch Tube 
SN81 

Launch Tube 
SN104 
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Launch Tube that 
is Perfectly Straight 
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Fig. 63. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0063 s for the M829x Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 6t1. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0069 s for the M829x Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 65. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0072 s for the M829x Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SNI04 and in a Launch Tube that is PelfectIy Straight. 
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launch tube SN81, the peak stress is 2.34 times higher than that seen in the perfectly 

straight launch tube environment. 

The M829f sabot/rod system was studied in the three launch environments and 

the results are presented in Figures 66-69. The same trends occur as with the M829 

system. The amplitude increased because of the flexibility of the M829f system. Peak 

stresses for the system are dominated more by the axial load condition, but bending also 

contributes. At 0.0053 s (Figure 66), peak von Mises stresses are 94, 92, and 86 ksi, 

respectively, in the M829f sabot/rod system in launch tubes SN81 and SN104 and in the 

perfectly straight launch tube. At 0.0063 s (Figure 67), the peak von Mises stresses have 

changed to 68,55, and 52 ksi, and by 0.0069 s (Figure 68) they have changed to 85, 51, 

and 39 ksi. Finally, the M829f system exits the tube at 0.0072 s (Figure 69), with a 

peak von Mises stress of 74, 73, and 40 ksi in launch tube SN81 and SN104 and in the 

perfectly straight launch tube. 

Lateral velocity traces were taken at the centroid, tip, and tail of the long rod and 

were differentiated numerically with the TDAP computer code to try to summarize the 

severity of the launch environments. Peak lateral accelerations are tabulated for launch 

tubes SN81 and SN104 for the M829f sabot/rod system (Table 9). The centroid of the 

long rod experiences approximately 471 g's laterally in launch tube SN81 and 220 g's 

laterally in launch tube SN104. 

The results from the analysis characterizes both of the sabot designs analyzed and 

the launch tube environments to which they were subjected. These results, coupled with 

results from the experimental program, provide adequate information with which to 

characterize each design and launch environment and qualitative and quantitative 

infonnation on which to base conclusions. 
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Fig. 66. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0053 s for the M829f Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SNI04 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 67. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0063 s for the M829f Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 68. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0069 s for the M829f Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Fig. 69. The von Mises Stress Contours (ksi) Plotted on the Distorted Geometry at 
0.0072 s for the M829f Sabot/rod System in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube 

SN104 and in a Launch Tube that is Perfectly Straight. 
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Table 9. M829f Sabot/rod Peak Lateral Accelerations (g's) 

in Launch Tube SN81 and Launch Tube SN104. 

SN81 

Centroid of Sabot/rod System 471 

Tip of Long Rod 1325 

Tail of Long Rod 872 
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SNI04 

220 

360 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

As with most research projects, the scope of the project was larger than was 

originally estimated. The volume of data required to fully characterize the sabot/rod 

systems and their launch environments was immense. Creating a test range and launch 

facility for the experimental program proved to be a major undertaking. Obtaining parts 

and knowledge needed for the operation of the the test facility was burdensome as well. 

With the setup, numerical, and experimental components completed, several conclusions 

can be made regarding the methodology employed for the project and about the three 

sabot/rod systems studied and the launch environments to which they were subjected. 

The original intent of the project was to establish a methodology that accurately describes 

the structural behavior of a sabot/rod system subjected to in-bore lateral loading. A 

secondary goal was to demonstrate this methodology by comparing the in-bore behavior 

of the M829 sabot/rod system against the M829x sabot/rod design, which was a stiffer 

system, and the M829f, which was a more flexible system, in nonsevere and severe 

lateral loading launch environments. To accomplish this, experimental and numerical 

methods were employed that provided the detail required to make the necessary 

comparisons between launch environments and sabot designs. 

Methodology 

The methodology adopted to characterize sabot/rod in-bore structural behavior 

worked well. In general, the methodology consisted of the following. 

1. Obtained inspection report of the launch tube lateral displacement profile. 
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2. Performed the full-scale launch of sabot/rods and radiographed the sabot/rod 
system while in bore and during sabot separation. 

3. Enhanced the in-bore x-ray to determine rod distortions caused by lateral 
loading in the tube. 

4. Used orthogonal x-rays to record rod straightness during sabot separation. 

5. Generated a numerical model of the launch tube and sabot/rod system and 
loading conditions. 

6. Verified the numerical model with experimental results. 

7. Determined stress, strain, and displacement records from the numerical model 
and characterized the structural response of the system while it was in the 
launch tube. 

8. Compared and evaluated the results of the experimental and numerical 
components for each sabot/rod and launch environment 

These eight steps entail sophisticated numerical and experimental methods. X-ray 

enhancement techniques and large computers are necessary technologies for conducting a 

successful analysis. The experimental and numerical portions of the method complement 

one another by obtaining the independent data required to fully characterize the sabot/rod 

structural response. The experiments provide a benchmark for the numerical studies and 

subsequent information during sabot separation. The numerical models provide detailed 

information about stress, strain, and displacement histories that are not available from the 

experiments. Some important considerations and conclusions are noted here regarding 

the in-bore radiography experiments. 

• Shielding to prevent x-ray scatter and fog is crucial for the resolution required 
to determine rod straightness. 

• A 2.3-MeV x-ray unit is slightly underpowered for this application. 
Experiments in which thicker launch tube walls were used would not be 
possible without additional power. 

• An enhancement resolution of 0.007 in. for lateral displacements is all that 
can be expected with the existing system. 
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• In a straight launch tube environment the lateral displacement is small, and 
little information can be gained about the lateral load environment in M829-
class sabot/rod systems. 

• An in-bore radiography capability would be very useful for longer, more 
flexible sabot/rod systems or experimental sabot/rod concepts. 

• The experiments are expensive, both in time and in material requirements. 

The numerical methods used were useful in determining detailed information that 

was not available from the experiments performed. Considerations and conclusions 

about the numerical models used are noted here. 

• The numerical models used work well for the application investigated. 

• Finite element hourglassing is a potential problem for a more severe axial 
loading and for more severe lateral load environments. 

• The analyses require extensive computer resources because of the small time 
step required for numerical stability, the number of elements. the sound speed 
in the material, and the small physical size of the elements. 

• Sabot petals generdlly remain in contact with one another. 

• An axisymmetric model is a good approximation if lateral loading is not being 
considered. 

• A launch tube profile that spirals would require a full 360-degree numerical 
model since there would not be a symmetry plane. 

The combination of the numerical and experimental methods constitute the 

methodology employed in this analysis. Some general comments about the combination 

of the two components follow. 

• A single in-bore x-ray pulse does not provide sufficient data to determine 
where the sabot/rod is in its deformation cycle. This makes code verification 
difficult. 

• The numerical or experimental program did not address what affect the lateral 
loading on the sabot/rod would have on target accuracy. 
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• The experimental or numerical diagnostics capabilities by themselves are not 
sufficient to characterize the structural performance of the sabot/rod while 
in bore. 

The most significant conclusion about the methodology employed would be that 

the combination of numerical modeling and full-scale experiments provides sufficient 

information to characterize the in-bore structural behavior of sabot/rod systems. To be 

successful however, a thorough understanding of the initial conditions, launch 

environment, system geometry, and loading conditions is essential. 

Sabot Design and Launch Environments 

The M829, M829x, and M829f sabot/rod systems were all evaluated in varying 

degrees of lateral load environment. The M829 is a production sabot/rod system, the 

M829x is a stiffer version of the M829, and the M829f is a more flexible version. Each 

design was evaluated on the structural behavior caused by its launch environment, with 

zero lateral loading to isolate the effects of axial components of the load environment. 

The second environment was a launch tube typical of straight launch tube profiles. The 

third environment was selected for its poor launch tube profile. Some conclusions about 

sabot/rod designs and launch tube environments follow . 

. In studying results from the three sabot/rod designs considered, it is clear that the 

M829 system outperformed the M829x and M829f sabot/rod designs. Stresses in the 

M829 system were lower than those in the M829x and M829f systems. The maximum 

von Mises stress occurs in the U.75Ti rod near the rear of the sabot and was 88 ksi 

(Table 8). The yield strength of the U.75Ti rod is 107 ksi. This provides a factor of 

safety on yield stress of 1.22. For a more severe launch environment with higher 

pressures this would decrease. 

The M829x sabot/rod system was designed to be stiffer than the M829. The 

philosophy was to have the sabot/rod act more as a rigid body as it negotiates lateral 
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loads during launch. The wheelbase of the sabot was increased and the forward and rear 

ramps of the sabot were stiffened. This resulted in a stiffer system but one in which the 

load was reacted differently. Moving the forward bell forward from the M829 design 

reacts lateral loading closer to the front.of the rod and increases the moment seen in the 

rear of the rod by extending the moment arm from the load. The result is a higher 

amplitude displacement at the rear of the rod as compared with the M829 design 

(Table 7), The displacement amplitude in the front of the sabot results in distributing 

more load to the rear of the sabot and increasing the rod's von Mises stress to 92 ksi, as 

compared with 88 ksi in the M829 sabot/rod system design. 

The third design investigated was the M829f sabot/rod system. This system was 

designed to be a more flexible system that would act more like a shock absorber in 

negotiating lateral loads. The front and rear sabot ramps were thinned down and 

shortened and the forward bell was made less stiff to accomplish this. The primary result 

was that the shortened, supported length of the rod at the rear sabot ramp interface caused 

increased stress in the rod, which resulted in yielding the rod material. The peak 

von Mises stress during launch was 125 ksi (Table 8) where the yield strength in the rod 

is 107 ksi (Table 1). The sabot was at the onset of yield at peak pressures. The peak 

lateral displacement was 0.072 in. 

All three sabot/rod systems showed similarities in displacement patterns. In 

general, the forward bell reacts to the tube bend and imparts an impulse to the forward 

section of the rod. When the rear-bore riding surface encounters the tube bend, the rear 

portion of the rod begins to deflect. This delay, along with the different stiffnesses of the 

front and rear sabot ramps, forces the front and rear portions of the rod to vibrate at 

different frequencies and out of phase. 
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The launch environments analyzed were studied to determine the significance of 

lateral loading in launch environments encountered in the field. The launch tubes were 

selected specifically for their tube profile. Lateral loading is the result of balloting caused 

by erosion, propellant burning, and tube profiles. The philosophy of tube selection was 

to study tube profile as a source of lateral loading because it was the only source of lateral 

loading that could be easily controlled. The response of the sabot/rod in each tube profile 

indicated that the most severe lateral loading environment increases the von Mises stress 

at the launch tube exit as much as twofold. The stresses are stilI low at this point 

compared with peak: stresses that occur during peak: pressure. The lateral acceleration at 

the centroid of the sabot/rod is 471 g's in launch tube SN81. This is over twice the 

lateral acceleration seen in launch tube SN104. This behavior is magnified at the ends of 

the rod. The tip of the M829f long/rod in launch tube SN81 experienced 1325 g's 'of 

acceleration. Conversely, in the straight launch tube, launch tube SN104, the tip of the 

long rod experienced only 360 g's, a factor of 3.68 less. Longer rods with more flexible 

sabot/rod systems will be affected more dramatically than were the systems studied here. 
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